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Mahaveer Group  is a leading manufacturer 

and trader of Paper & Plastic Disposable product 

making Machines, Raw Material and Paper & Plastic 

Disposable Products. Our diverse portfolio includes an 

extensive range of Paper Disposables, Plastic 

Disposables, Raw Materials, and Processing & 

Manufacturing Machines. The teams at Mahaveer 

Group are guided by the mission to innovate products 

& solutions of disposable industry with a focus on 

quality. Forty years of experience in the segment 

makes us a reliable brand. With continuous Research 

and development activities we are willing to add more 

solutions to the portfolio. 

We are now manufacturing Paper Cup Making 
Machines at our manufacturing unit located at 

Ajmer, Rajasthan (INDIA). The idea incepted with the 

emergence of the Make In India concept. With a vision to 

make machines that are quality driven and 

output-oriented, we invested time and resources in R&D. 

With these machines, the commitment of best in class 

service and availability of spares is, guaranteed. The 

increasing demand for disposable products in the market 

is leading to the requirement of machines that can 

perform better, save more, and are efficient. We develop 

and produce these machines with an innovative 

approach.



MDY - 950/1200 Automatic Roll Die-Cutting 
& Creasing Machine
MDY-950/1200 is an ideal and professional machine in die-cutting，creasing，embossing of 

various PE coated paper, normal paper, corrugating paper and plastic material. It applies to paper 

cup, paper box, medical package, wine package, food package and other environmental 

protection products. It adopts micro-computer, HMI, servo positioning, alternating current 

frequency converter, automatic counting, photoelectric rectifying, pneumatic lock cutting plate, 

electromagnetic clutch, centralized oil lubrication, overload protection and distinctive gearing. All 

of these is the guarantee of steady pressure, precise positioning, smooth running, safety and 

reliability operation.MDY-950/1200 is an ideal and professional machine in die-cutting，creasing，
embossing of various PE coated paper, normal paper, corrugating paper and plastic material. It 

applies to paper cup, paper box, medical package, wine package, food package and other 

environmental protection products. It adopts micro-computer, HMI, servo positioning, alternating 

current frequency converter, automatic counting, photoelectric rectifying, pneumatic lock cutting 

plate, electromagnetic clutch, centralized oil lubrication, overload protection and distinctive 

gearing. All of these is the guarantee of steady pressure, precise positioning, smooth running, 

safety and reliability operation..

Features
  MDY-950 The working speed is 90-140times per minute, the level of the capacity in China is

           120times per minute. It has the ability to die-cutting, creasing and embossing for various 

           shapes.

  Paper conveyed by servo motor to ensures steady and accurate conveying. photo-

           electricity sensor checks the color code of printing to ensure fix the paper position                  

           accurately. 

  Electric control system uses PLC and HMI. Equipped with safety refinements to make  

           acousto - optical alarming and auto stop when some faults.

  Worm wheel and worm transmission system ensures the powerful and steady pressure; It is 

           very convenient and accurate to adjust pressure through HMI.

  Lubricating with oil circulation and alarming when lack of oil to ensure smooth running and

           prolong the machine life.

  The die-cutting frame uses pneumatic locking system to convenient operation. Die-cutting 

           down steel board from Taiwan is accurate and lasts forever.

  It adapts electric control pneumatic clutch to protect the machine when start and 

           emergency stop. The flywheel provides a mounting location to the clutch and also can 

           increase the pressure.
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  Machine Host. New design: Worm and Worm wheel together with crankshaft same as the 

           sheet die-cutting machine.

  Pressure Adjusted. New design: The pressure is automatic adjusted through the motor to 

           control the four feet by HMI. It is very convenient and accurate.

  Oil circuit. New design: The oil circuit adds a filter to clear the oil and a flow switch to 

           monitor lacking oil.

  The temperature of the main driving parts in host is showed in the touch screen. If the 

           temperature is higher than the set data, the machine will stop and alarming. Then you must 

           check the driving parts to protect the machine.

  Paper conveying Equipped with suction system to guarantee the paper feeding flat and 

           stably. We are the first one and the only one machinery who adds this system.

  Roll Paper Loading: The new design: the hydraulic cylinder pushes downward

  Paper blocked alarm system. The new design add the alarm system to make the machine 

           stop when paper feeding blocked.

Advantage

Technical Specifications
Model MDY-950 MDY-1200

Cut Precision

Production capacity

Maximum cutting size

Max Paper Convey Width

Suitable Material

Maximum Pressure

Total Power

Total Weight

Overall Dimension

Working Air Source

± 0.10mm

11KW

6.5T

4200 x 2100 x 1850 mm

Air pressure 0.5-0.7Mpa (Need to buy compressor)

250 Ton

100-800g/m2 PE coated paper or card paper

950mm

950 x540mm

90-150 times/min

11KW

7T

4300 x 2300 x 1850 mm

-

-

-

1200mm

1200x640mm

80-120 times/min

-

HS Code:

Name

Ex-works Price
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Machine Components & Brands

Head Office & Works
Road No. 8, Ajaymeru, RIICO industrial Area,

Palra, Ajmer - 305002, Rajasthan (INDIA)

Address for correspondence  
Shop No. 50, Mehta Market, Near Shree Talkies,

Ajmer - 35001, Rajasthan (INDIA)

Phone
+91 81309 30931

Email
info@mahaveergroup.net

www.mahaveergroup.net

Mahaveer Group

@mahaveergroupajmer

www.mahaveergroup.net

Mahaveer Group Ajmer

MAHAVEER GROUP
Since 1975

Note: P.S. IF DIFFERENT WIDTH, WE CAN DO IT ACCORDING TO YOUR REQUIREMENT.

MAHAVEER AUTOMATIC ROLL

DIE-CUTTING & CREASING MACHINE

DIE-CUTTING WOODEN BOARD

STEEL PLATE

AIR EXPANSION SHAFT

No. Goods Description

1

2

3

4

Name Components

Main Motor

Servo motor

Stepper motor

Pressure adjusting motor

Servo driver

PLC

Frequency converter

All other electrical parts

Photoelectric switch

Main air cylinder

Solenoid valve and other parts

Pneumatic clutch

Main bearing

Other bearings

Motor

Electric 

elements

Bearing

Pneumatic

Brand

CHINA FAMOUS BRAND

(JAPAN)

SOYO (CHINA)

CHINA FAMOUS BRAND

(JAPAN)

LG (KOREA)

LG (KOREA)

LG (KOREA)

AUTONICS (KOREA)

ARTIC (TAIWAN)

CHINA FAMOUS BRAND

CHINA FAMOUS BRAND

JAPAN NSK etc

CHINA HBR


